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What's New in the?
Currently, this project is still in its very early stages. Goals: The goals of this project are: - Create a full functional and stable Java based SUN Compass/Clock that can be run on a standard J2ME handset, such as Nokia N95, N86, E71, E63, MDA series and soon - A full functional and stable Java based SUN Compass/Clock which can be run on a non standard J2ME handset Technical Explanation: For the purposes of this project, the following terms will be used:
- Compass The component that will be used to determine the bearing or any other type of data. - Clock The component which will hold the actual time data. - Algorithm The component which will determine the actual bearing of the compass. Possible Use: The compass will be used in two main ways. 1. At the very least it can be used to accurately calculate the current time. 2. The application can be used to accurately calculate your current latitude. In order to help
you see a clearer picture of what is going on, I have written up a flow chart to show you how the application works. Flow chart: Dietrich Schrittwerner wrote up a good overview on how the application works. Dietrich Schrittwerner wrote up a good overview on how the application works. There are various reasons why the application has been created. Some are: - To encourage everyone to do 'on the field' j2me applications. - To show how things are done without
the need for any financial investment. - To create a base for those that want to develop further. - To assist researchers in all walks of life with a more functional and stable base for their own j2me based applications. The main application can be seen below. The application was created using Eclipse. ![alt text](TimeCompass.jpg "alt text") ## The Basics There are a number of components that make up this application. - **Compass** - Which in this case is the
Sun's Compass module. This module will be used to determine the direction you are facing. - **Clock** - Which is the component which will hold the actual time data. - **Algorithm** - Which will determine the direction of the compass. These components are all interconnected.
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System Requirements For Sun Compass Clock:
Minimum OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core i3 Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard Drive: 50 GB available space Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 with 1 GB DirectX: Version 11 Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes: GOG version requires GOG.com account to access. Recommended Processor: Intel Core
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